Stu- A Allocates
$89,000

Recommendations
Made On Health
by J ohn Lancaster

by J ane Eklund
At its Monday, October 5 meeting, Stu-A members
voted unanimously to accept the first semester budget
proposed by treasurer Mike Slavin.
The Treasur er 's Committee started with $82,000
from, the school plus a $7 ,000 surplus from last year.
They allocated the money to clubs and groups after considering the amount each requested, their purposes for the
money, and the amount they received last year.
This year, money will be allocated each semester
instead of in a lump sum as it has been in the past, so clubs
will distribute their activities evenly over the entire year.
Almost all groups were allotted close to the same
amount of money they received last year, although there
kre a few major changes. The Colby Oracle was granted
$4,500 for this semester, as opposed to $3,500 for the
first semester last year, because of an increase in the
printer's rates.
The Outing Club was awarded $800 more th an last
year, to buy new equipment for the club and for COOT
trips.
The Photography Club's allotment is $735 more than
last year's. The extra money will equip a new darkroom in
Roberts Union.
Organizations will receive official notification of their
allocations by mail this week. The grievance procedure w ill
also be released at that time.

Fraternities Resp ond
To Alcohol Policy
by Peter Tei telbaum wi t h Cinnle Auman
In an informal survey of fraternity presidents, the
ECHO found that Colby fraternities hold basically tlie
same attitudes towards the new Alcoholic Beverage Policy,
with a few minor differences.
In general, fraternities are irritated by the policy, but
^hey realistically maintain that Dean Smith is merely
setting up rules in accordance with the new state drinking
age and other laws, and that he is not out to persecute
the frats.
One feature of the Alcoholic Beverage Policy which
presents a major problem to frats is the rule which states:
"Open and all-campus parties at which alcohol is to be
Consumed must be catered by a licensed vendor (catering
licenses may be obtained by anyone who holds a Class A
Restaurant liquor license in Maine)." In other words, all
open parties oi any sort must be catered.
Unfortunately, in the past, fratern ities have raised
•i large part of thei r income through selling liquor at a
margin al profit at parties, and an alternative moneymaki ng plan as effective as selling liquor is yet to be
found. However, they are confident that, as damaging as
this part of the policy is, they will be able to function in
their usual capacity.
One part of the policy that fraternities take issue
with is as follows: "No drinking is permitted out of
doors or at any public events including athletic contests."
It seems that the frats have already met with representa-.
tives from the State Liquor Commission, and that these
represen tatives said that no legal sanctions prohibit drinking
|
continued of t page low

The controversy which raged last year over the quality

of women 's health care at Colby may finally be resolved

Stu-A Treasurer Mike Slavin

yphoto by Geoff Parker

Stu-A members also discussed the Spa's move to
Roberts Union. An advisory committee is being formed
to look into the possibilities of converting the old Spa
room into a lounge with vending machines.
The Stu-A also decided to re-establish the Rights
and Rules Committee to organize a petition drive in
favor of an 18-20 split drinking age.
continued on page four

next week when the Board of Trustees votes on President
Strider's proposed solution to the problem.
On the basis of a report submitted to him in July
by the Health Committee, Strider will recommend to the
Board that a specialized staff member be added
to the infirmary staff to help deal with the overall health
care program at Colby.
Strider called the Health Committee's report a good
one , but noted that the other recommendations submitted
to him by the committee are contingent on the appointment
of the additional staff member.
The Health Committee consists of four faculty members, Elizabeth Todrank, Diane Skowbo , Lucille Zukowski,
and Chairman Arthur Champlin. Four students will be
appointed to the committee this year by the Student Association. Carl Nelson and Dr. Clarence Dore represent the
Health Center, and Associate Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger is an ex officio member.
The committee was originally formed last fall following an all-campus meeting sponsored by the Colby
Women's Group. The discontent expressed at this meeting
over the inadequacy of available women 's services provided
the impetus which led to the, formation of the committee.
continued on page four

Fire In Foss: Litt le Dama ge
by Nancy J . Paterson
Shortly before lunch on Monday morning, a fire was
discovered in Foss Hall. The damage was minim al due to an
alert dorm staff.
The cause of the fire has not been definitely ascertained.
Chris Noonan and Alice Jcllema, head residents o? the
Foss/Woodman dorms, located the fire on the third floor.
With the help of Steve Reiben, the RA, and Pete Bothwell,
the fire was soon contained.
The damage was minimal. Curtains, record jackets,
and some wall paraphernalia were destroyed while the
stereo equipment sustained some water damage.
Within minutes after the alarm was sounded , the
entire donn was emptied (including the Foss Dining Hall)
and the fire department, B & G , Security, and the Deans'
Office had been notified.
Associate Dean of Students Janice Seitzingcr had
nothing but high praise for the dorm staff. Although
she would have preferred that the incident hadn 't occurred ,
she was very pleased that the Dorm sta ff reacted exactly
according to the approved plan . The right people were
notified and the proper fire procedures were followed. Seitzingcr added that it was fortunate that all of the fire
extinguishers were filled and hadn 't been tampered with ;
without them, the dorm staff might not have been able to
contain the fire in such a short time.
She also felt that the incident in Foss should prove
to be an added incentive for fire safety and hoped that
all students would check their rooms for flammable materials, candles, hot plates, and the like.

Foss Head Resident Chris Noonan Extinguishing F ire
photo }>yGeoff Pa rker
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EDITO RIALS

All letters must be signed and submitted by
Monday evening. Names will be withheld upon renicest.

Rain in Maine

Bakk e p art 1: The Case
Bakke vs. the University of California/Davis is a case of far-reaching importance , th at will undoubtedl y
change the course of history. It is an unwelcome case, because it strikes hard at many individu al biases and presuppositions concerning American civil ri ghts. Socially it holds the utmost of significances , testing the nation 's resolve to pursue a sense of fairness.
The case is of particular importance to American colleges and institutions who "have only recentl y adopted
many special admission programs in an effort to ri ght past wr ongs.
Bakke is a 3 7-year- old Minnesotan of Norwegian ancestry. He graduated the University of Minnesota with
an engineerin g degree , and a 3.5 1 grade point averag e. He was one of 2,644 applicants for 100 places in the 1973
University of Califo rnia 's School of Medicine at Davis. As has become incre asingly common at schools, there were
a certain number of assu red places set aside for minority/disadvantaged students. Bakke was rejected at Davis, in
addition to all the other med schools he app lied to. In 1974 he re-app lied, and failed again. Bakk e sued Davis m aintaining that its minority program had deprive d him of his constiutionaJ protection of racial equality under the Fourteenth Amendment. Bakke claimed reverse discrimination.
There are ra tional arguments on both sides: for special preferment for minorities or for equal tr eatmen t
for all. The court must resolve these issues of human rights on grounds of public morality rather than on narro w
legal grounds. In this , one would hop e they would be able to bypass certain laws that really don 't address themselves
to the matter at hand.
What is at stake here is more than a constitutional decision , it is the resolve of a nation to make more equal
the opportunities for all its people. This must be done , even if it means .giving short-lived advanta ges to those who have
in the past been deprived.
-HLC

Students: Invisible Ink?
There is an immediate need for students to focus their awareness . The average student spends enough
time arguing trivial , inconsequential issues that his or her non-academic hours are all but wasted. Certainl y, Colby
students concentrate primaril y on academic studies , yet the bulk of their dissatisfaction centers on issues outside
the academic realm. These gri pes are so diverse and specific that most students feel that they canno t effectively
influence policy pert aining to them . Hence , a number of good ideas are lost to late-night dialogues that get no
further than dorm rooms.
Quite simply , we feel that these extra -curricular complaints , such as on a majo r issue as college requirements , are importan t to the student body as a whole . Rest assured that Colby academics ar e not a whim sical
fling, but neither are th ose activities and interests labeled "extra-curricular. "
Surel y one would expect solid feedback from bri ght students in regard to Executive Chairperson Ron
Graham 's statement in last week's ECHO . Using Ron as an example befits his function in that he is respon sib le to
th e student bod y for the vast majority of directional decisions . We have not received one written sentence of
comment from the student bod y on his major statement made last week. Ron is a fine person , but we find it
hard to believe that more than 1600 students totally agreed with his policies.
Are Colby students so overwhelmed with work that 'they simply don 't care? The attitude that nothing
can be a ccomplished given the present facult y and administration is short -sighted. What are your concerns ? As
the only campus newspaper , we feel the responsibility to inform the college community, but we receive little or no
writ ten opinion from the stu dents. A thoughtful and well written lette r to the edito r will have far wider and meaningful impact than a "thoug htful " late-ni ght argument.
, We may be crying "w olf" to the pack itself. Hop efully, someone will take issue with the issues and have
the guts to speak out. Ron said it best: "If something bothe rs you enoug h to criticize it, then it is imp ortant for us
to hear abou t it. "
•J PZ

Fi re In Foss : Lessons To Be Lear ned

To the Editor:
Everyone has noticed the anonamousl y constant rains in
these parts for the past several weeks. Few , if any, know why
this is so. I would like to bring this to the community 's attention, before irreparable harm is done to the cyclic hydrolog ic
cycle .
The government has undertaken a cloud seeding program , designed to prevent the heavy snows of last winter from
flying again. The motives are impeccable: many munipalities are still in debt from snow removal last winter.
They have sent secret planes into the coming winter
months with special silver iodide crystals containing inherent
time anomal y lattices. When water vapor aloft crystallizes
around these nuclei they form a lattice structure which releases not heat ener gy, but time energy into the environs .
This consumes time in a predictable quantity. '
Because time is consumed , these clouds which form
occur several months sooner than they would naturally. Consequentl y : 1) Present skies are receivin g moisture which
would have precipitated this winter , and 2) the fixed time in
the futur e is in an unstructured state. (For specific equations ,
please write to Nicholas Ja ns, Allen St., Apt . 4, Berwick , Me.)
We can live with the heavy Fall rains , but the government planners have not determined the effects of the freed
time in the " coming winter on civilized areas and wildlife. This
could be a serious thr eat , setting humanit y's whiole time scheme
scheme adri ft in space. ' The im plications are obvious. I ur ge
everyone to write to their Congressman and demand an early
end to this pro gram. The problem has nothin g to do with the
1978 Spring Woodsmen 's Meet at Colby, or with the price of
milk in Tunisia.
Peter Torres '78
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Monday 's brief fire in Foss H all serves to illustrate two often overlooked safety points-the necessity of pro-

perly mai ntained emergency equi pment in the residen ces and alert dormitory staff.
Colby students often laugh at the childish pranks of emptying fire exti nguishers and pulling fire alarms , but
's
Monday occuranee should have a sobering influence on such activities in the future.
Foss7Woodman Hea d Residents Chris Noonan and Alice J ctlema should be commended for a superb effort in
clearing the dormitory and extinguishing the fire.
Associate Detn of Students J anice Seitzinger 's comment concerning the necessity of filled and untampcred
with fire exti nguishers should be noted : we fear what the consequenc es might have been had the extinguishers not been
operable.
The next time you r RA tells you to leave tlie fire extinguisher alone, please do so.
-DPL

Founded in 1877 , tbe ECHO is published weekly,
except during vacations and examination periods , by the
stude n ts of Colby College, Ml correspondence should
be addressed to Editor , Colby ECHO , Colby College;
Wa terville , Ma , 04'J OI. The ECHO is rep resente d hy
the College Advertising Service and the National Educational A dvertising service, Inc. for national advertising ,
Entered as second class mail at Wate rville, Me , 04 901.
Subscriptions are available for $6,50 p er yea r.

LET T ERS

Committee To
Survey Faculty

¦
Academic Dishonesty A Dissent

by Phil Glouchevitch

To the Editor:
A front page articl e entitled "Academic Dishonesty
Policy Announced" by Susan Gemert in your Oct. 6
issue contained one error which I should like to correct.
There were actually ten faculty members on the Committee
or^Academic Dishonesty, not nine as reported by Ms.
Gerriert. I was also asked by Dean Smith to join the
committee. Although I participated in all of the deliberations, I felt that I could not sign the final draft
statement because I dissented from its first provision.
Prof. Paul Machlin
Department of Music

^

Gay ¦Strai ght Alliance

To the Editor:
Back in 1974 a group of students, with the help of
some faculty members, succeeded in forming a gay-straight
alliance, The Bridge, to bring attention to the issue of gay
riju 'is, help prom ote hetero-homo sexual understanding and
cooperation , and to provide support for gay people in the
Colby community. Times change; the students who initiated the group graduated or left , and The Bridge, in effect,
disbanded. Last spring a group of students made a similar
attempt , but summer crept up on them before thingsgot
going enough to run on their own momentum. Now, a
group of people from the Waterville area, both gay and
straight, are forming a gay-straight alliance .
Gay rights have come to the forefront in recent
months as a national issue. Human Rights bills are coming
before state legislatures, numerous gay groups and human
rights groups continue to work for legal protection from
discrimination for homosexuals.
This gay-straight alliance is being started to provide
support for men and women choosing a homosexual lifestyle. It is being formed to provide people with connections with statewide political organizations concerned
wifti gay rights issues. People are available to give peer
counselling, to help with both personal and general questions, for those desiring it. The alliance can be an arena
f or grou p act ivit ies , and it can aid in the development of
positive interchange between heterosexuals and homosexuals.
we think it is important for gays to have a place to
meet and talk, and for straights to be able to show their
interest in and support of gay rights. If yo~u are intereste d in j oining the GSA or wou ld like more inf ormat ion
wr ite to GSA , 12 Ash St., Watervi lle , Maine 04901 , or call
465-7746 between 8 AM and 11 AM or 10 PM and 11:30 PM
With high hopes,

Jennifer Stro de
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The Graduation Requirements Committee decided
recently to submit a list of questions to each division head.
The purpose is to enable the faculty to determine its goals,
which will in turn permit the Committee to better establish a recommendation for the degree requirements. The
divisions of Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences
will all meet separately.
At these meetings, the faculty will be presented with
two sets of questions. One set deals with the requirements
outside the division for students majoring in the faculty
member's division. The other group pertains to requirements
in the member's division for students majoring in another
division.
For example, the questions:
"Do you feel that the current minimum requirement
is adequate (six semester hoursin each of the other divisions)?
Would you prefer to see a larger, or lesser, requirement
in either of the other divisions ; how much in each?"
This is from the first set of questions, the latter's
being,
"What do you think is the best means of satisfying
the requirement in your division : by taking any existing
course(s) offered; by taking specifically designated course(s)
currently offered; by a course (not now in existence?) specifically designed to meet the object ive of the requirement as
determined by members of the division?"
The returns from the questionnaire are expected
during November.
A similar series of questions will also be given to the
English, Foreign Language, and Physical Edu cation departments, since presently each has its own requirements. In
order to get a complete opinion , student input will be sought.
The means of obtaining this information are still undisclosed,
though it will probably be done through the Student Association.
Meanwhile, the committee will convene to decide on
the number of total credit hours, January Programs, and
other requirements. The committee is proceeding with such
thoroughness that it appears unlikely that any possible alterations on the degree requirements will be recommended before
the second semester. The recommendation will then be reviewed by the Educational Policy Committee before coming
to the faculty.
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Downtown Waterville , Maine

•St u-A Bud get

•Fraternit ies

•H ealt h

on the campus. Thus, they feel that Dean Smith has made
a mistake here, albeit small.
Other provisions of the policy including, "All
social events at which alcohol is to be served or consumed
on the campus must meet the following conditions:
registration of the event with the appropriate building
supervisor ami the Director of Student Activities at least
48 hours in adv ance ; provision of an alternate n on-alcoholic
beverage in sufficient quantity,in compliance with state
guidelines, the placement of appropriate signs to indicate
that minors may not be served; restriction of the number
of guests at such functions to the number legally allowed
understate fire laws th rough a combination of limited
invitations and/or door monitor ," present no problems.
The fraternities feel that there will be a resurgence
of smaller parties, but they do not plan to completely
curtail all of their more prominent parties.
In conclusion, it would seem that, save for the provision
concerning the sale of alcohol, the policy presents no major
problems to the fraternities, at best for the time being.

Throughou t last year, the Health Committee investigated various ways of solving the problem. Some of the
committee's more important work included a student
survey, an investigation of gynecological services offered
at colleges comparable to Colby, and consultations with
gynecologists from other schools. The committee's July
report to President Strider was the end result of the year's
study.

Continued pom page one

Continued fro m page one

Continued fro m page one

Ap plications Available
The Student Association is accepting applications for
positions on the Health Committee. Any interested students should contact Executive Chairperson Ron Graham at
X562 or Director of Student Activities Pat Chasse x295 by
4:30 p.m. Friday, October 14.

RUS TY W I N T E R S
spor t s

Come in and visit our new ra quets proshop and our new hockey proshop.
Still carry full line of all sportin g needs plus hiking boots and day pac ks.
The Concourse
Waterville, Me.

Members considered a request from several fraternities to help finance an all-campus party before the
drinking age changes. They decided to give $100 if definite plans are made, including an approval from Dean of
Students Earl Smith, a firm commitment of $400 from the
fraternities , some method of alcohol control, and a person
from each fraternity to take responsibility for his house.
Committee Chairperson Sid Mohel announced the
Admissions Committee held a meeting open to stude nt
members for the first time this year on Monday. He said
this committee hopes to create a policy of a few open «*
meetings each year.
Mohel also announced openings on the Athletic
Committee and extended the application deadline for all
committees to Oct. 23 because he needs more upperclassmen applicants.
Mohel also announced the resignation of Kim Ledbetter from the EPC Subcommittee on graduation requirements.
Next Monday's meeting will be held at 9:00 PM in
Pepper Lounge.

10% discount for Colby students.
872-2280
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Educat ion Pro gram At Colby : Trainin g Teac he rs
by Mark Kruger
Oji ality education is the concern of everybody on a college campus; students who come to Colby want a top-notch
education, obvious from the various academic and financial
hardships we endure. High school teachers, being conscientious craftsmen , are always looking for ways to refine their materials and technique so that they may achieve their goal of
hel ping high'school kids become literate, educated adults.
At Colby there is a 60-year old program whose business
h is to edu cate students so that they, in turn , may become
quality educators-the teacher education program. This program is undergoing a self-evaluation study to better understand the problems it faces and to affect changes in its policy
to deal with these problems.
To understand the program, its problems, and the upcoming evaluation , the ECHO interviewed Prof. Harold A. Jacobson , Director of the education program. Jacobson, aJong
with Prof. Marylin S. Mavrinac, director of the field experience
program, constitute the faculty of the Education department.
Prof. Jacobson told the ECHO that there is no need for more
faculty because the Colby education program is inter disciplinary and interdepartmental. The program takes the view that
education is a liberal art and should be treated academically as
such.
In place of a large education faculty the complete resources of the college are drawn upon. Courses in education
are "complimented and supplemented" by all the other
courses that the student takes. It is hoped that the program
turn s out well rounded students and in turn , well rounded
teachers.
The courses a student takes in the program reflect the •
Colby attitude of wholeness in study. Sociology of Education,
Philosophy of Education , and History of American Education
are required. Jacobson says ""We don't teach our students how

more through senior year. .
The field experience is relatively new, being instituted in
1970. This program Avas the result of 9 committee 's descision
after an evalu ation sach as the one scheduled for the near future. The committee seems to consist of everyone. Present
are Colby administrators and faculty , area school personnel
and faculty , officials from the State of Maine Department of
Education , (by whom the program is accredited) and students.
The program has a progressive philosophy that concedes
that teaching is first a liberal art and secondly a career, in education or other huma_n services such as social work, health
care, or community action. This progressivism is reflected in
the fact that every studen t in the program is automatically a
member of the committee. This remarkable committee will
meet five times. The topics and meeting dates are: Curriculum
Oct. 26; Faculty, Nov. 16; Students, Feb. 27; Resources and
Facilities, Mar. 23 ; and Long-range Planning and Evaluation on
April 26.
One of the aspects discussed will undoubtedly be Colby's
success in getting theii graduates teaching positions. Nationally, only forty to forty-five per cent of all teachers trained.get
jobs. This might sound discouraging, but Jacobson says that
Colby graduates have an advantage in the job market. According to Jacobson , they are liberally educated and have global
rather than specialized knowledge. The program has recently
become more selective hence the graduates are academically above the national average. Because of the theory-practice approach the graduates are well prepared for classroom situaProfessor Harold J acobson with Mark Kruger
tions.
photo by Linda Frechette
In order to keep in touch with graduate students, as well
to make out registers." Practicality in education is well inas the needs of the schools , follow-up studies are conducted.
tegrated with the theory. Three years of field experience are
The results of those studies, still being comp iled, will be disrequired , the students go out into the schools and studentcussed extensively aad will be the basis for future p l ans and
teach. Field experience is required every semester from sopho- modifications.
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Ph ys Ed Chan ges- J an Plan: Act Now
Proficiencies Dro pped

-- From the J an-Plan Committee-

by Jane Eklund
Last Spring the Physical Education faculty voted to eliminate proficiency tests which had allowed Golby students
to be exempte d from one semester of the required year of gym
by passing a varsity level proficiency test.
According to Physical Education Director Marjorie Either, the tests were based on the assumption that students who
were skilled in lifetime sports would take advantage of Colby's
facilities and play them on their own. The department now
feels this reasoning is not necessarily true , although Mrs.
Either said that supposition was made with concrete grounds.
"It was pretty much a subjective judgement of the faculty,"
said Either.
She added that she feels most students will profit from
taking gym because the program is very broad and because all
sports are taught at various levels, so advanced players are not
held back by beginners.
She also supported the elimination of proficiency tests
because she said gym classes are the only exercise that many
students get. "Part of the objective of our department is to
have people do active things," stated Either.
According to Mrs. Hither, though , most people would
have to take gym anyway because the average physical education student would not be able to pass what she termed "Colby Varsity Level" proficiency tests. She said in the past, some
students waited until their senior year to take the test , only to
fail and be required to take a year of gym.
Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson is taking the entire matter
under consideration.
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It 's that time of year once again when we have
to begin thinking about and registering for Jan Plans.
It is our intent here to familiarize you with the procedure for registering for independent Jan Plans out
of the major. If you follow the guidelines here and
turn in a completed registration-form, you ought not
have any bureaucratic hassles.
The Jan Plan Committee is a group of 3 students
and 3 or 4 faculty, which reviews all independent Jan
Plans that are not in the student's major. We look for
academic or creative interests in the Jan Plan proposals.
A quote from the Jan Plan brochure hits the nail on
the head, "the idea that inspired the program from the
outset: the cultivation of independence, originality
and creativity in the pursuit of knowledge." If your
independent proposals display this idea of independent
study and you have supplied us the proper information
about it, we most often give the plan approval.
We're not going to outline all the proper guidelines
here but rather just point out the most common ommissions so that our job of evaluation will be made less
confusing.
As we've mentioned already the most common
error is an incomplete registration form. This problem
is time consuming and a bureaucratic headache so
please take your time and supply all the needed information. For example, most independent proposals,
to be adequately stated, need more space than the Jan
Plan registration form provides.
The basis of evaluation, whether it be a paper,
a painting, an exam, etc . should be clearly stated on
the form. We can't approve a Jan Plan unless some sort
of basis for evaluation is proposed.
Letters, signatures, approvals, etc. are needed
from all off campus supervisors. For example, if
you 're going to study rnerrinaids at Woods .Hole Oceanographic Institute-we need a letter from W.H.O.I. to
confirm it. So get this letter and attach it to your
proposal.
All proposals must have a faculty sponsor and
contain his signature. Also, often times a note from
this sponsor is very helpf ul to us, so if you can get a
note fr om y our sponsor , do it.
Last but not least, please print up your proposals
legibly so that we can read them easier. We sometimes
disapprove proposals because of the way in which, they
are presented,
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Committee Ap p licati on
The College Committee Structure is the main conduit of
student input into the decision making at Colby. Comprised
of students, faculty and administration, these committees are
responsible for providing a forum for its members to discuss
various aspects of college policy and governance.
Each committee is different in content, purpose, and area of concentration. For example, students on the Admissions Committee may find that they are restricted firorn much
of the committee's work because the committee works primarily with individual applications (protected by Colby 's right to
privacy policy). Students serving on the educational policy ,
and administrative committeeswill find themselves involved in
formulating some of the most pertinent, relevant, and often,
controversial policy for the collegeAn important item to remember is that committee participation provides a multitude of opportunites:
1) it allows students some sort of voice in the decision
making process
2) it is an educational facet in that it allows students to get involved in the framework of the college, working with various groups
3) it provides for an informed student body through its representative committee members
. Committee applicants are screened and chosen by the
select Committee Task Force and the Stu-A committee chairperson, pending executive board approval. For the January to
January term, apply by October 23, 1977.
Openings for the January to January term include the j
^
administrative, admissions, athletics, bookstore, computer,
educational policy, library, rights and rules, senior scholars, financial aid, financial priorities, foreign study, independent maj ors, January program, and certain other committes. If you
are interested, please fill out the application below. Any
questions, please contact the Student Association Committee
Chairperson, Box 1040 Roberts or at ext. 545.
Thank you .
The Committee Task Force

COLLE G E COMMITTEE APPLI CATI ON
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Send applications to Stu-A Committee Chairperso n, Box 1040
Roberts
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The Maine Issue

CEC Focus :
by J ay Moody
The Colby Environmental Council (C.E.C.) is a group
of 40-50 students concerned with the natu ral environment
which affects us all. Through our efforts during the school
year, we try to develop an environmental awareness in the
student body that will help to relieve the pressures of modern growth on the natural world. On campus, we are involved in energy conservation, paper recycling, maple sugar
production, guest lecturers, slide shows, campus cleanliness,
etc.
Throughou t the course of the semester in this column
various C.E.C. members will convey their thoughts and
ideas on the environment on campus and throughout the
state.
This week, I'd like to present a brief introduction to
the environmental issues that are presently facing Maine. I
hope to acquaint all interested students with the environmental condition of the state of Maine.
The most crucial issue at th is time is the proposed
Dickey Lincoln Hydroelectric Power project. This plan , if
enacted by Congress, would dam the St. John River at a
point 120 miles from its headwaters. The dam would flood
thousands of acres of timberland, 70 miles of freeflowing
river and hundreds of miles of streams. The electricity produced would be for southern New England, not for Maine.
Most environmentalists are completely against the
project. The St. John River in its present condition is the
wildest, most remote and least man-affected river in the
East. For its wilderness value it is unsurpassed. White
water canoeing, fishing, hunting and camping are its present uses and for these activities it would be a shame to lose
it.

Presently, the project is in limbo. The governor is
waiting for a feasibility report from his Citizens Task
Force. This report is long overdue. The Army Corps of
Engineer 's preliminary Environmental Impact Statement
came out in August and announced that the project
would have a drastic damaging effect on the area. For examp le, deer populations are expected to drop by half, fish
ing will be eliminated, timberlands will be lost to flooding
and many short term jobs will be created. These jobs will
draw in flocks of people which will unquestionably alter
the environment in an irreversible fashion .

Reaso nable Pric es/Promp t Service
Conveni en tly located in the Concourse

If you feel one way or another on this project, write
the Army Corps of Engineers in Augusta. Tell them how
you feel. They are requesting public opinion for the next
60 days on the Environmental Impact Statement. Haven 't
we damned up enough rivers?
Maine is enacting a Returnable Bottle Bill at the
start of 1978. This bill is a result of a citizens referendu m
vote last fall. Against heavy lobbying by the big wheels
out of state, the citizens of Maine voted in this bill unanimou sly, so we can expect to pay a little extra for a six of
soda or beer and will get that extra back when we return
the beverage container. Both bottles and cans are included
Recycling is almost here on a big scale.
Farming of the sea is a growing industry along the
coast. Such items as mussels, oysters, coho Salmon, seaweed products and sea trou t are being raised commercially.
For more information contact the C.E.C. We are
beginning to build a library containing such information.
A year and a h alf ago, also in a referendum vote,
Maine voted to buy Bigelow Mountai n so that it would not
be developed into a ski area. This action was the start of
the present environmental awareness that has ap parently
taken hold of the state. Bigelow is the 3rd largest mountain in the state with three peaks over 4,000 feet. It is
presently in its wild state.
I hope that you now can feel the sense of environmental awaren ess that represents Maine. Maine people
have a feel for the earth . Please help Maine and all its
citizens to protect Maine and keep it clean and neat.
The C.E.C. is for the students, so if we can help, let
us know.
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Happy Hour Every Nite from 4-7
Oct. 16,23
Oct, 20-22
Oct. 24-25
Oct, 26-2 7
Oct, 28-29

Mother Light
Chris Rhode 's Band
Chuck Kruger
Oat Willy
lmpos ters
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Mon: Happy Hour for men all nite
Tues : Happy Hour for ladies all nite
Wed: Happy Hour all nig ht w/ college ID.
Dinner Special: lasagna , salad , garlic bread , glass of beer or
wine-$2. 75
Thurs: Vegetarian Special: all tbe salad you can eat-topp ed
with cheese, fresh mushrooms , croutons , hard-boiled eggs$1 . 75
Fri: Italian Nite: Manico tti, salad , garlic bread, glass of beer
or wine~$2. 75
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Hussin g To Pe rf o rm
by Lee Roberts

It was only a few weeks ago that The Gin Game
by D.L. Coburn opened on Broadway. It features Hume
Cronyn and Jessica Tandy, and is directed by Mike
Nichols. All three view-ed the play on its opening night
at the Actors Theatre of Louisville this past March ,
when it had its world premiere with Will Hussung and
Georgia Heaslip.
Now Will Hussung is living in Waterville, specifically the Colby campus, where he is spending a five
week residency. Sponsored predominantly by Cultural Life of the Student Association, the residency
will culminate in his role as Ephraim Cabot in Eugene
O'Neil's Desire Under the Elms. Scheduled for 3,4, and
5 November in Strider "Theatre , the play takes place in
1850 and is about a New England farmer, his wife,
and his three sons. Dr. Irving Suss will direct the play,
his first since the spring of 1974.
One does not have to wait until N ovember to
experience Mr. Hussung's abilities, however, for on
Friday, 14 October he will present a one-man show
called Bits and Pie ces in Strider Theater. This will be
a full length program of various readings including:
"The Harmfulness of Tobacco" by Anton Chekov
selections from "God's Trombones" by James
Weldon Johnson
"As Leaden as the Aftermath of Wine" by Alexander Pushkin
and three poems by H ermann Hesse.
The evening should prove to be relatively informal with
a blend of the comic and the profound. It begins at
8:00 pm and is followed by a reception in the lobby.

levies ———
Adaptation
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A dap tation I n Review
by Brig ette Raq uet

One of the highlights of this past weekend, besides
of course our Union victory and the visiting parents of
freshmen , was the presentation of Elaine May's oneact play, ''Adaptations."
The four players in the production (Tim Buffum,
Dave Surette, Savas Zembillas and Becky Rogers)
complimented each other's acting styles extremely effectively. This was also Mr. Zembillas' first experience
as a director at Colby. An effort that came off very
well, it is a promising prelude to his direction , in Janu ary,
of David Rabe *s "Sticks and Bones." Additionally, his
acting was of superlative quality.
Veteran actors Surette and Rogers both gave
impressive performances as well. Miss Roger's
portrayal of the troubled Jewish girl was as fine a
performance by a non-professional as I've ever
witnessed.

m%

photo by Geoff Parker
"Adaptation" also served as senior Tim Buffum's
acting debut. One is tempted to say, after witnessing.
Mr. Buffum's performance, that the part of the M.C.
was written for him. We will hopefully see much more
of him throughout the theatrical year.
I felt that the real accomplishment was in the
actors' successful handling of their material. Elaine May
can certainly be funny, but this is not one of her best
efforts. Some of the humor is thin; the plot practically
non-existent. All of those involved did a marvelou s job
of making it more than it actually was.
My only criticism concerns a technical point.
The lights seemed to switch on and off rather abru ptly
at times, leaving the stage in total darkness while someone
was still speaking. Of course, one must keep in mind
that the production was put together rather quickly,
but in a short play such as this, technical mishaps sh ould
be more easily remembered.
This being my first experience with the Colby
theatre, I look forward to seeing many more productions
that exhibit as high calibre acting talent as I observed ,
this past weekend. The cast and crew deserve much
credit for presenting a truly entertaining evening.

On October 15, 16, and 17th the Waterville

Players will present Lerner and Lowe's Gigi. A m usical,

Actor Will Hussing
According to his resume, Will Hussung is 6 feet
tall, 165 pounds with "age range=>50-9O." He began
his acting career at abou t the age of forty and has since
b een on Broadway in nu merous performances including
Rhinoceros (as *Mr. ftlpkHBuflfft" TbeAtidersonviUe Trial,
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof {as, Big Daddy ) and The Crucible
(as Thomas Putnam). His other experiences run the
gamu t, from the American Shakespeare Theatre "76"
to TV commericals to most of the major soap oepras.
An actor-in-residence is a rare opportunity for t he
Colby community. It is hoped that all will take advantage
of it, and experience both Bits and Pieces and Desire
Under the Elms, as well as the more informal possibilitics-aclass, a luncheon , a chance meeting,

perh aps best know n for Maurice Chevallier's movie
version of twenty-five years ago , it is a light hearted
roman ce full of song and dance. Tickets are $2.50 for
balcony seats and $3.50 for the orchestra. They may
be purchased the ni ght of the show, o r f or reservat i ons
call : 872-6691. Showtime is 8:00 at the Waterville
Opera House,

The Compagnie Bernard Uzau , French Theater in Boston , will present two performances of Sar tre 's* Huis Clos on
Sunday, October 16 at 2 p.m, and 8 p.m. in Colby's Srider

Theatre.
Tickets are available in the Modern Languages Office
(L323 ) at $1.50 for students, and $2.00 general admission.
The Uzan Tr oupe's visit to Colby is being sponsored
by the French Club and the Department of Modem Foreign
Languages,

I

Bernard and Elaine Uzau in Huis Clot

(moats

Messalo nskee An nounces
The Old Grey Goose is a local band of some repute ,
known both to the Maine night scene and contradance circuits
The band includes Bob Childs and Ellen Thomas 'on fiddles,
Maggie Donelian on the tin whistle and guitar and Jeff
McKean on guitar and concertina. Jeff , an ex-Colby student ,
is known to many of us throug h the East Benton lug Band .
which he .helped form three years ago.
Bob and Ellen also bring to the band their experience
as collectors and researchers of traditional music. Ellen has
^.traveled widely throughout the British Isles, while Bob is
somewhat of an authority on Maine music and intends to
publish a book on the subject soon.
The band plays a variety of music, both instrumental
and vocal, primarily from New England and the British Isles
but also plays some Southern Appalachian and country blues
tunes. They will be appearing in Given Auditorium this Sunday, October 16, at 8:00 p.m. Admission is $1.50. This
show is sponsere d by the Messalonskee Folk Music Society
and Stu-A.

Arlo Guthrie will appear in concert at Bowdoin College
on Friday, October 21 at 8:00 pm. Tickets are available at Roberts Desk in the morning, from 8:30 to
•$,12:00noon. Tickets are $4.50 and the event will be
held in Bowdoin 's Morrel Gymnasium.
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Tok y o String Quar tet

A Bri llian t Concert

Composer E lliot Schwart z
To Pe rf o rm
;

by Chris Congdon

Elliot Schwartz 's interests and accomplishments as
composer , performer, and instructor span the world
of contemporary classical music. He will appear at Colby
on October 16, in Given , as part of Colby 's "Meet the
Composer " series, through the efforts of Adel Heinrich of
the music department. In exchange, Dr. Heinrich will
appear at Bowdoi n , (where Dr. Schwart z is departm ent
chairman), later this year.
Dr. Schwartz was educated at Columbia , where he
received his B.A, in 1957, M.A. in 1958, and Ed.D. in
1962. He has studied composition with Otto Luening,
Jack Beeson , and Paul Creston , and piano with Alton
Jones and Thomas Richner. During the summers of 1960
through 1964 he was a leader at the Bennington Composers
Conference in Vermont.
At Bowdoin he has served as director of the annual
contemporary music festival, director of the electronic
music studio, acting chairman of the departmnet , acting
director of the Bowdoin Summer Music School , and is
cuurently a fu ll professor and-department chairman.
He has also been a visiting professor at Tnruty
College of Music in London and visiting composer at the
College pf Creative Studies in the University of California
at Santa Barbara.
He is author of several books on music inclu ding
The Symphonies of Ralph Vaughan Williams and .EIectronjc
Music: A Listener's Guide.
His compostiions include works for large orchestra ,
chamber orchestra, symphonic band , chamber ensemblers
electronic tape , and "theatre" and "mixed media" forces.

by Liz Shackford
Last Wednesday evening saw the opening concert of the
Colby Music Series with a performance by the Tokyo String
Qu artet , much to the deli ght of an overflow crowd. This
group of young musicians have played together for seven
_ years, and during that time have received countless awards and
"'prizes, among them : first prize in the Munich International
Competition and the Gran Prix du Disque.
Technicall y b rillia nt, the quartet played as one. No instrument dominated , tones were perfectly matched and no leade
leader was discernable within the group, Instead, each member
was so sensitively attuned to the other three, that the entire
performance was an amazing exercise in unity.
The program w as, for all but the niost knowled geable,
intense. The three pieces selcte d were, Mozart's Quartet
in G maj or, Bartok's Quartet no. 3, and Beethoven's quartet
Composer Elliot Schwartz
in C sharp minor, The musicians eliminated any preThese
compositons
have been performed by variou s city
concert ackowledgement of applause and maintained a
symphonies and orchestras across the country, in cluding th ose
strictly form al manner throug h out , devoting full attention
of Cincinnati , Indianapolis , and New Orleans. Recordings of
to the music and nothing else. There were no breaks in
his compositons appear on Advance Records and Frecdombet ween movements, unifying each piece, but feqi-:...ig
Artista . Of particular note is "Soundwavs." a duo-improviequally in tense concentration from the audience to maintain
sation by Schwartz and jazz virtuoso Marion Brown , using
involvement in the music.
pianos,percussion, ARP synthesizer , various toys, metraThe Mozart was delicately played , with j pyfu l lilt and
f
nornes, and music boxes.
swelling legattos, carrying the tone of the piece through each
He is currently working on a concerto for countraof the four movements. In contrast, t he Bartok was forceful,
bass
and
chamber orchestra to be premiered by b assists
its appeal lying in the strict precision of sound and varied
Bertram Turetsky at Benningt on in t he summer of nex t
playing techniques employed. And the Beethoven, the last and
year, a nd a concerto for piano and chamber orchestra to be
longest,piece on the program , was Handled wi th equal mastery. One could feel an appreciation for the piece in its
present ed by pianist Dwight Peltzer and the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra in Febuary of 1978.
delivery i flawlessly played It was a tremendous rendition.
The program for the October 16"1 performance is
The New York Times commented on the group's
"extraordinary precision and elegance of p laying" and the
listed below,
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin on their "fluency , imagination,
Miryors (piano and recorded pianos)
and sense of apontaructy ." The Tokyo String Quartet demonEx tended Oboe (oboe and synthesized tape)
stratc'o' this and more in their performance . It was gratifying
featuring Libby Van Cleve, oboist,
to see so fine » group' at Colby, one wh ose respect for music
Bowdoin, class of '80
established the tone of the performance so comp let ely, t hat
Concerto (piano and "processed" taped orchestra)
Grand
it challenged the audience to keep up. Hopefu lly the
A Dream pf pells arid Beats (piano and audience)
remaining three concerts in the scries will prove as rewarding.
this will be the world premiere perfo rmance of this • .rk.
The next is on Nov. 2 and will feature Ruth Laredo, art Ameri"
can pianist
(Mr. Schwar tz will appear at Colby on Oct. 16)
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After a few years at Colb y, it may hav e dawned on a
few people, "Hey , why has there never been a real rovrc and
roll show here?" Oh , we've had a nurhber of faceless
"Boogie " bands in the coffeehouse and Foss dining hall .
But in the realm of concerts, while we've done pretty well
as jazz artists go , there has never been a good rock and roll
production. Granted , Bonnie Raitt and Jesse Colin Young
have appeared at Colby, but that 's not really rock and roll
now, is it?
"Rock and roll won 't sell in Maine," sai d a red-bearded
ex-social lifechairman. "It stinks," simplified a once-straighthaired ex-chairman. But this year 's head of social life,
Pierce Archer , and his committee, have decided it 's time
rock and roll came to Colby. And in Nils Lofgren , Archer
has signed what might well be the best rock show available.
Colby is getting Lofgren on his way to the top, while
we can still afford him , and that climb is currently in hi gh
gear. His just-released live double-albu m, "Night After Night,
might well make him a stadium headliner before the snow is
melted in Waterville. The album is on A&M Records, who,
you might remember, combined extensive touring with a
cheaply-priced live double-album to make a superstar put of
a relatively obscure Britisher named Frampton last year.
Nils Lofgren , now 25 years old, began his career as
the leader of "Grin" through their four albums. He played
p iano on Neil Young 's "After The Goldrush " L.P. and lead
guitar on Y oung's "Tonight 's The Night." He has also
worked with Young's old back-up band, "Crazy Horse,"
whose leader David Briggs has co-produced three out of
Lofgren 's fou r solo albums, including the new live album.
The solo albums,, beginning with 1975's "Nils Lofgren," are
the cause of his rapid rise in popularity- over the last few
years. The dozen songs contained in "Nils Lofgren" include
the original versions of concert mainstays, "Back It Up" and
"Keith Don 't Go" (Lofgren 's ode to the Rolling Stones' Keith
Richard), as well as "Rock and Roll Crook" and Carole
King's "Coin ' Back," also included in the live show.
This summer's concerts at L.A.'s Roxy Theatre, where
part of the new live album was recorded (the rest coming from
his United Kingdom tour), and Lofgren's show at U.M.O.
last Saturday were basically the same, to wit: Excellent!
Lofgren plays songs from all stages of his career, from Grin's
"Moon Tears" (he also plays a minute of "Take you to the
Movies" as a prelude to "Back It Up ") and including songs
from each of the solo albums.
Onstage, Lofgren is a delight. If you want to dance
Saturday night , he'll give you the music and maybe a few
steps if you 're limber enough. He moves like a lizard , his
legs constantly snapping like a pair of scissors, as he cavorts
around the stage. In the meantime, his hands are busy earn ing
his reputation as one of the finest guitarists in rock music.
Lofgren lias sty le; picking with his thumb and ring finger, he
deadens the notes with his index and middle fingers to produce a harmonics effect. His other trademark is the fender
vibrato effect , with or without slide guitar , wh ich highlights
"Cry Tough" among othe rs. Lofgren is a good-time rocker;
though most of his music is hard, driving rock and roll , his
guitar-play ing is always clean and tasteful. He never uses a
fuzzbox or the other paraph ernalia that disguises lack of
talent in most of the cheap, loud roc k bands.
Lof gren's voice is also a rare treat for a rock and
roll concert. While top-selling rock bands like Led Zeppelin
and the Rolling Stones have singers whose vocal abilities,
especially onstage, are dubious , Lofgren 's voice remains
healthy, even after much touring , One moment he is standing
in his classic pose, his ami raised and face contorted like
Brando ready to scream, "Stella," while he growls the verses
of "Inci dentally.,.It's Over." Then , the chorus comes, and he's
back on perfect pitch
If you've ever liked rock and rol, don't miss th is show.
Lof gren pu ts out and his work is destined to pay off soon , so
the Colby concert will probably be your best chance to see
him. If you 're not convince d, listen to the special on WMHB
t onight (Thurs.) from 7-8 p.m. The price can't be beat ,
tickets arc still only $3.50 on Thursday and Friday, and
they 'll be $4.00 on Saturday, the night of the concert. It's
going to be a great rock and roll concert and if you 're
coming to dance, as Nils wl
i t ell you, that 's wha t he came for
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Thomas Williams Sp eaks
by Aaron Lebenger

Last Thursday, novelist Thomas Williams read
the first chapter of his forthcoming novel The Follow
Man. Williams, a professor at U.N.H., has received
grants from the Guggenheim and Rockefeller fou ndations and is most familiar to Colby students for his
National Book Award winning novel, The Hair of
Harold Roux.
His new, unfinished novel is about a journalist
who is haunted by his recently deceased family (in a
planecrash) and the nearness of death in all lives. He
is also receiving death threats by letter, for a reason he
cannot fathom , by a person he does not know.
After reading the first chapter, Professor Williams
entertained questions. Among his more interesting
comments was that he does not like to mark student
papers, as they detract from his writing time.'He works
hard at his craft and considers writing a page and a
half in one day excellent progress.
Perhaps most peculiar, he doesn 't know where
his books are going. In The Followed Man for example,
he has not resolved the ending and whether or not the
protagonist will take any action , or perhaps kill his
unknown tormentor. Mr. Williams says he is trying to
bridge the gap between psychological suspense novels
and physical action thrillers in this new book. It is due
for publication in February of 1978.

anno unci n g..^
WMHB announces special programs:
M-F, 6-7 p.m. INFORMATION HOUR News, Sports, Busines
Features
Sat. 6-7 p.m. Classic Album Hour
Sun. 6-7 p.m. Golden Age of Rock and Roll
Sun. 12-3 p.m. Tchaikovsky Lover's Classical Program
Sun. 5-6 p.m. French Show
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Maine Revisited

"A FEMALE 'CUCKOO'S HEST.'

••*'**

by S. Spragu e

A beautifully acted film...the performances are all superb. Kathleen
Quinlan's performance as Deborah truly
illuminates the whole film. She is so
terribly convincing in this 10100881617
demanding role that there is little doubt
that we will be seeing a great deal of her
in the future."

The Fairfield Porter exhibition, currently on exhibit from
October 2 through October 30, is a unique picture-view of
Maine. When you step inside the gallery, half-expecting to
see the eternally faithful renditions of "typical" Maine scenestoo blue skies, wide expanses of water dotted with sailboats Porter's collection is a pleasant surprise. To be sure, he includes a few of these prosaic scenes such as The Harbor or
July (1961). But, more often than not, he gives us a visual
image of "real" down East Maine. A striking example of this
is an oil entitled "White Boats" (1961). He depicts a foggy
day, the perspective leading off from a long pier into billows
of gray misty fog, complete with little dark islands dotting the
bay, and boats half-shrouded at their moorings. Porter creates
an almost ethereal atornsphere within the scope of this painting by capturing the elusive quality of the mist that seems to
be just within tangible grasp. This is a pervasive quality,
running through the landscape and most of the seascapes,
where strict adherence to faithful representation is not necessary. Take, for example, Porter 's landscape entitled Woods,
and Rock (1964) or South Meadow (1971). The cool ereen
depths of Woods andjtock draw tne viewer's attention to the
heart of the forest. In South Meadow, there is the same kind
of stretch of still bay, lined by the shore's edge with dark firs.
With the use of strong brush stroke and a subtle interpretation
of color, these scenes capture the same fantastic qu ality as in
White Boats.
The disappointment in Porter s work comes with portraiture where he is forced to rely on true-to-life m odels to
give a kind of verity to his interpretation. These paintings
fail, not only in terms of what Porter attempts to create, but
in technical execution. May Strauss (1973) is an examp le of
such poor modeling. The woman, sitting in a chair inside a
glassed in porch , appears to be stiffly reposed , face rigid and
set, with a complete absence of elasticity or warmth. Even
the light reflected around her from the water of the bay is
dull, hazy, completing the viewer's image of a sultry setting.
The same lack of modeling is repeated in Jujy_l?71.,
where a group of people sitting on a sunlit lawn encircled by
pines, lack a certain kind of visible vitality, thus negating any
response.
Despite the wooden expressions of the portraiture or
inexpert judgements of color, Porter Fairfield has created a
sensation, a feeling pf Maine through his depiction of nature.
It is not the truest view, with straight lines, perfect consistency, or flawless execution, but is bold, imaginative and,
perhaps, just as mystical as an earl y M ain e m orning in the fog

j

—Kat hleen Carroll , New York Daily News
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Roger Gorman presents
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Starr ing

Bibi vAndersson 'Kathleen Quinlan -Sy lvia Sidney
Marline Bartlett - Lorraine Gary -Signe Hasso
Susan Tyrrell 'Diane Varsi

Executive Producers Roger Corman & Daniel H. Bla tt
produced by Edgar J. Scherick & Terence F. Deane
screenplay by Gavin Lambert and Lewis John Carlino
Based on a novel by Hannah Green -Directed by Anthony Page

A Scherick/Blatt Production • A Fadsin Cinema Film
A New Wo rld Pi cture
lR|RESTRICTED<n>|
| Now in Signet Paperback ]

7:20-9:35
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Sign-o n is now at noon , hopefully it will be 6 a.m. in about
2-3 weeks.

Night-time DJ's:
7-10 p.m.

10-2 p.m.

Monday

Jay Moody

Peter Gates

Tuesday

Steve Miller

Steve Belanger

Wednesday

Dennis Macdonald

Bruce Schinc

Thursday

Peter Goodnow

Henry Sigourney

Frid ay

Frank Harding

M ark Gar cia

Saturday

Kirk Paul

Sund ay

WEEKEND SHOW
Kirk Paul

Stu-A films will presen t "The pa rty, starring Peter
Sellers, on Thursday, October 13. The movie will be shown
in Lovejoy 100, at 7:00 and 9:30 PM. Admission is $1.00

The Student Arts Festival Committee will hold
its second organizational meeting on Monday, 17 of
October. The SAF is a fou r to six week series of events
involving all the fine arts, including concerts, dance
performances, visiting artists, crafts fair, experimental
a n d commercial films , the SAF student art exhibit and
its opening. If you have some ideas, or would otherwise
like to get in on the ground floor of this program , come
to the meeting at 7:00 in the Bixler Arcade.

On October 13, Norman diGiovanni will deliver a lecture
entitled J orge Luis Barges: The Self arid the Selves. DiGiovanni has done extensive translations and writing on Borgcs' work
Currently a lectu rer at the University of Marylan d, he has won
numerous honors in the literary world. The lecture will take •
place at 8:00 in Lovejoy 215.

Als o, on October 20, N ikki G i ovanni will give a poetry

reading at 8i00 PM in Given auditorium.

Film Direction presents Frank Zappa 's, 200 Motels.
It will be shown on October 14 and 15 at 8:00 p.m. in Lovej oy 100. Admission is $1.00
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sp o r t s

Rugby Clu b Stat es In tentions
by Larry Branyon
The Colby Rugby-Football Club was founded several
years ago by Brian Shelton and Peter Saras who have since left
Colby . These two peop le founded , a club which is ever growing in popularity in many colleges, universities and towns. It
is difficult to pin-point any particular reason for the growth of
Rugby, and therefore it can only be assumed that the players
prefer it to football.
The club , like so many other new clubs has always had
problems in obtaining financial assistance from the college.
The three officers of the club, Gary de Voe (captain of the
XV), Peter Krane (Secretary) and Steve Culver (President and
Treasurer) have done much to organize the club this season.
Throug h their combined efforts the club is now efficiently run
and regular practices have been arranged on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoons. "In past years the club has not
been very well organized ," said Capt. G ary DeVoe, "so we are
try ing to form a good base on which to build. "

Problems unfortunatel y exist despite the three officers '
hard work. The club' s expansi on has meant that new equi pment in greater quantity is needed. At prese nt the funds allocated to the club are only just sufficient to cover the cost of
transport , instructio n booklets for new players , poster paper ,
telep hone calls, postage and some equipment. Shirts , shorts ,
and socks are all bought at the individu al players ' expense.
The Rugby Club is at Colby to stay and perhaps when
the financial body realizes the need to devote increased funds
to the club , then more away matches can be scheduled and a
leather match ball purchased. The enthusiasm of the players
themselves , will ensure th at the club remains popular and given
time , the club will expand to a greater extent. Last year five
players regularl y tuned up for practice ; this year eighteen to
twenty practice regularly.
All those who have not seen a Rugby match should come
along and support the Colby team Sunday against Maine Mari time. Those who have spectated before and enjoyed the game
are invited to turn up in strength.

Team Loses Close One
Coot volunteer ham mers away

photo by Anne Luedemann

Frosh Outdoor Orientat ion
Is A Success
by Anne Luedemann and Carrie Mauhs
Have you ever seen Mr. Katahdin ? Or canoed the Saco River? Or built br idges on the Appalachian Trail? There are approxim ately 73 people among the Colby populace who began
this semester exper iencing these and other outdoor activities.
COOT (Colby Outdoor. Or ientation Tri ps) is a pre -fresh men orientation program designed to introduce the new Colby
students to the landscape of Maine as well as various aspects of
Colby itself. Each of the six groups consisted of nine freshmen ,
two upperclassmen and one faculty (or administrative ) person.
They left five days before campu s orientation to explore various par t s of Maine 's vast beauty . Included were tri ps for the
hiker , cyclist and canoeist , experienc ed or otherwise.
Closest to Mayflower Hill was a flat water canoe trip to
the Belgrad e Lake Chain. Desgined for the less experie nced
canoeist , the days were spent exploring the various islands along the way as well as canoeing 52 miles around the lakes.
An other canoe trip, for more exp erienc ed canoeis t s , covered a 60 mile section betwee n Fryeburg and East Limington .
Cyclists had to be in good shape for a long journey north
to Moosehead Lake. They averaged 4045 miles a day, camping along the way at various camps and occasionally in some
farmer 's backyard.
Baxter State Park is one of the more spectacular p laces
in Maine , with the towering Mt. Katahdin at its southern end.
One group stayed close to the mountain , at tempting to climb
its peak , Another group spent some time further north in the
Park beginning their journey at South Branch Pond and working their way south to Roaring Brook at the base of Mt. Katahdin.
The sixth trip combined the pleasures of hiking with a
little work , The group went to the Barren -Chair back Range
where the Colby Outing Club maintains 17 miles of the Appa lachian Trail. They buil t a few bridges and water bars as well
as seeing the spectacular views from these mountai ns.
The tri ps were very successful this yean just ask any of
t he 73 people who par tici pated. COO T is hopin g to expand
next year to include not only more trips but also different
types of trips to different places. Leaders are chosen for these
trips about the middle of Spring semester. If you have any
sugges t ions for t rips and/or would like to lead one of them , attend the slide show and general meeting this Friday night , Ocober 14, at 7i00 (dinner at 5:30) in the Roberts Loft.

Netters Ace
IV. E. College
by Kathy Rei chert
Colby tennis players eased into the winner 's circle
last Saturday at New Eng land College. The Colby competitors swept every match , playin g good, har d games
against relativel y weak competition.
This matc h gave Colby a 4-win, 2-loss record .
The singles line-up was chan ged for Saturday 's
match. Maure en Flint , playing first singles , beat her
opponent 6-0, 6- 3. The rest of the singles roster won,
with scores of 6-0, 6-0, gleaned by Sara Crisp;6-0 , d-1
by Martha Oaks , and 6-0, 6-0 by Gretchen Huebsch.
The d oubl es players shut-out New England College
players with scores of 6-2, 6-0 by Collins and Eggleston;
6-1, 6-0 by Miller and Parker; 6-0, 6-1 by Marsh and Sneff.
Linda Clark was the alternate .
The Colby victor y was aided by the fact that two of
the top-se eded players for NEC were unable to play. Colby
will be at Portland-Gorham on Wencsd ay and PresqueIsle at home on Friday.

TJ, S.A. Hoste l
Info rmation
As college classes resum e at schools across the United
States , thousands of your fellow stu dents have returned
from enjoya ble hosteling tr ips throug hout Europe and
p ortions of the United States.
American Youth Host els national head quarters in
Dclaplane , Virginia , repor ts the largest surge ever of college age hos telers , who used the non-profit travel program to
stay inexpensively overni ght at some 4 ,500 hostels in the
U.S. and the rest of the world.
While most hosteling is done by bicyclists and backpackers during the summer, many hos t eling activi t ies abound
throug hou t the win ter at cross-country and downhill skiing
areas.
For informa tion about winter hosteling activities contact your nearest metrop olitan AYH Council , 251 Harvard
Street, Brookli ne, MA 02146, or write to Bob J ohnson , AYH
Field Direc t or , National Headquarters , Dclaplane , Virginia
22025 - ask for the USA Hostel "Ski List. "

by Larry Branyon
Last Saturday 's match against Middl ebury proved to be
one of the toug hest that any memb er of the team has played.
The match was lost in the last coup le of minutes of the game,
when Midd lebury broke our defense to score a try.
A score of 3-7 is nothing to be asha med of. Middlebury
scored 3 points for a penalty conversion soon after the start of
the game, but by half-time, Colby had equalized thanks to
Steve Boss ' superb penalty conversion . Scott Packer and Ron
Desbois played outstanding ly and came close to scoring on several occasions.
The whole team work ed together and not as individuals ,
under Steve Culver 's leadershi p of the forwards and Gary de
Voe's captaincy. The sp irit and enthusiasm shown by the
team has done much to ensure that even when defeated , all
players anxi ousl y look forward to the next match.

Outing Club
In dustrious
by Tom Sawyer
The Outing Club is happy to anno unce that it now has a
new faculty sponsor , Lori Fitts , and a new secretary, Todd
Waterman.
The Colby Corps , of Engineers mad e another successful
trip to the Colby mainta ined section of the Appal achian Trail
last weekend. Four han dsome split log bridges were built
despite the monsoons on Sunday. There are now fewer plac es
to get your feet wet on Chairback Mountian . This great feat
was perf or med by trialmasr er "Uncle " Al Danz , Addie Aimc ,
Henry Banks , and Sheila Wen tworth. Satur day was a perfect
autumn day- and the view from the moutain was extraordinary
Plans for the spring tri p include re-fl ooring the Chairback gap
leanto. Watch for the spring trip.
As to other matters of business. For those so inclined
there will be a clean up of the room Thursaday at 6:30, Come
and help, and meet some people ! Sunday at 6:30 there will
be a constitutional meeting be tween COOT and COC to
make amendmen ts to allow for mutual use of equipment.
As to the future , Linda Page is planning to lead a
day t rip to Bigelow Mou ntain on Oct. ii. Keep your eyes
pealed for this tri p and ot hers , which will be posted on the
COC board , across from the Spa. Come by the COC room in
basemen t J ohnson some time and look arou nd. Member ship
costs only $5,

sp o r t s

From here until the final minutes of the half , the
Colby offense was listless as the "Union defensive line controlled the trenches. Meanwhile, the Union, offense was
gobbling up yardage on the ground and pasting points on

Mules
Outclutch
Union
by Rus Lodi
Rising to the occasion at crucial moments, the Colby
Mules won their first home game in two years, besting
Union College 25-13, Saturday at sun-soaked Seaverns
Field.
The game was a seesaw battle as both offenses had
litde trouble moving the ball. In the game's opening series,
Colby marched quickly down the field on the strength of
two Frank Sears' passes to Reid Cassidy,the second one a
42-yard gain to the Union 6. Two plays later, Sears rolled
around left end for the score. Kicker Steve Plomaritis
missed the conversion, but Colby had a quick 6-0 lead.

Q.B. Frank Sears surveys we pa *

Dolan (44) wheels through fa llen defense

Photo by Greg J albert

the scoreboard. Elusive tailback Dick Romer's 7-yard run
at the top of the second quarter capped one drive. On their
next possession, Union stormed toward the Colby goal once
again, only to be thwarted by great individual efforts by
Dan Salimone on a second down run and by Gerry Teevan,
who broke up a fourth down pass at the goal line.
Colby marched right back down the field on the
strength of runs by Mike Drouin and George Dolan. However, Sears threw an interception and Union, holding to the
script, marched 90 yards in only seven plays, scoring when
QB Andy Terranova threw a 35-yard strike to Joe Poletto.
With only a minute to go, Colby stormed right back.
A Sears' completion.to Cassidy put the ball on the Union
35 and after two incompletions, Sears found the diminutive Dolan acro ss the middle and hit him, the play covering
23 yards. On the next play, Dolan broke off right tackle
and took Sears' lob pass into the end zone. Plomaritis,
usually dependable, missed another conversion , and Colby
left the field trailing by a point.
Clutch defensive plays kept Colby in the game through
the third qu arter. Union took the second half kickoff and
moved methodically inside the Colby 20. Linebacker Joe
Kerwin stopped third and fourth down rushes to halt this
drive. Later, after Union had moved to the Colby 19, Tim
Cameron forced a fumble and Phil McCarthy recovered
the ball for the Mules.
At this point , the Colby offensive line took over.
Guards Jim Brop hy and Gary Leonard opened large holes
for Drouin while tackles Don Furcillo and Tim Porter
aided Dolan in making the off tackle play successful.
Drouin did most of the lugging and scored what
proved to be the winning touchdown with twelve minutes
left. Then after another Union threat was stopped , when
Harry Hadiaris recovered a fumble , Colby ran the b all
down the field and score d an insurance touchdown , Dolan
taking the ball in from five yards out.
The way in which Colby confidently and powerfully
won the game was encouraging. The offensive line had a
superb second half and should be congratulated for taking
control of a game that could have gone either way. The
defense, to use an old adage, bent but never broke, allowing
Union many yards but few points. All things considered , it
was an exciting game full of clutch plays -¦ a rarity that
hopefull y will become commonplace as the season continues

ph otos by Greg J albert

Cro ss Countr y:

Men, Women Nipp ed By Bowdoin

by Aaron Lebenger
Wednesday, the Colby men 's cross count ry t eam lost to
hl
a hig y favored Bowdoin squad, 26-29. Good weather conditi ons and the home course encouraged the Colby runners to
many personal bests but as forecasted, injur ies hurt the Mules.
Star individual Tim Bernard was absent with a hip injury while
other Colby runners ran despite pain. This factor prevented
the thinclads from overcoming the depth of the Bowdoin
team.
A t t he crack of t he gun, Bowdoin's Bruce Frenne went
to the head of the field for good. He led the pack from the
foot ball field, around t he gym, and to the Johnson Pond area.
Here, runners jockeyed for position behind Frenne. Colby's
lead men, having hung back till now, burst by four Bowdies
and established themselves behind Frenne. Moving up the narrow t rails to Runnals Hill, the Bowdies second line could not
pass the C olby runners. The latter group traveled as a "wolf-

pack ," u tilizing this part of the course to frustrate the opposition.

As the runners looped the east side of campus and headed for the fieldhouse, it was evident that the Colby strat egy
ha d worked. Dan Ossoff and Jon Bees had second and third
place respectively while frosh Duncan Whitney was moving
to w ard an event ual sixt h place finish. Bowdoin, besides copping first place, placed runners in 4th , 5th , 7th , and 9t h places
Since low total of places means victory in cross country, Bowdoin 's dept h nipped the hungry Mule runners who, en masse,
can't wait to meet Bowdoin again.
Tired of being bridesmaids but flushed with success, the
t hinclads placed 4th in a 9 team invitational meet at Plymouth
State Saturday. For Colby, Ossoff finished sixth , Bernard .
11th, Bees 16t h, Whitney 20th , Hough 25 t h and Moynahan
26th. Capt. Ossoff, despite the team 's comparit ively (for
them) strong showing, deadpanned "Wc must start beating the
teams wc aren't supposed to. "

by Laura Li tt lefield
The previously undefeated Colby Women 's crosscountry team was nipped by Bowdoin Wednesday
aftern oon with a score of 20-35,
Bowdoin 's Evelyn Hewson lead the field and
finished in 18:28, approximately forty-three seconds
behind the course record . Barb Cooper (19:17), Colby's
first finisher , ran in fine form, gaining the second place
mark . Bowdoin nabbed the next three places before
another "REL Strider", Laura Littlefield (20:21),
could take sixt h place. Bowdoin 's Ann Iiaworth
(20:38) was seventh, followed by the Strider stronghold of Karen Sondergcld (21:09), Barb Meal (21t36),
and Joma Venti (21:42). Polarbear, Ann Chapin gained
eleventh place, with Colbyettc Carolyn Weeks (22:51),
rounding out the competition.

Booters Start Fas t. Run Out Of Gas
by A nne Hussey
In a game where all goals were scored in the second half,
U. Maine (Orono) edged Colby 3-1, Wednesday.
Despite the outcome , the Mules played a superior first
half , outrunning, outpassing, and generally outplaying their
northern rivals. Bruce Henderson and Dave Laliberty kept
Colby moving with confident ball handling and passing at midfield. Doug Giron and Mark Dalton both missed outstanding
chances for goals; Dick Muther and Sean Smith contributed
hard offensive rushes, but again , the efforts were to no avail.
The Colby offense totalled 8 shots in the first half while the
defense, led by Doug Lewing, allowed only 4 UMO shots.
At the onset of the second half, it appeared that the
Mules had lost their kick. "UMO took control of the game,
beating the home booters to balls they weren't reaching in the
first half. UMO scored two goals before the Mules rallied back
on a goal by Sean Smith. However, with five minutes left in
the game, UMO closed out the scoring with an insurance goal
and Colby found itself on the losing end of . a tough game.

sp o r t s
"I Play "
The "I PLAY" schedule continued this week, in spite
pf many more rainouts. Touch Football saw a strong LCA
A team defeat Zete 20-6 and increase its record to 3-0-1 .
LCA-A is the only team to remain undefeated, as both TDP
and Zete p icked up a loss this week.
In Soccer , Phi Delt and "Last Year's Team" appear to
be the league powerhouses. A soccer Clinic for women is
now being formed. The clinic will assemble at 4:00 Monday
and Thursday afternoons for approximately lVi hours, on the
field behin d Dana. Its purpose is to give women an opportunity to learn fundamentalsoccer skills as well as compete in
scrimmage games. The clinic will be taught by knowledgeable
soccer students.
Anyone interested in Cross Country running should
participate on Friday afternoons at 3:00. Although this "I
PLAY" sport does not count toward the accumulation of Bixler points, it is a worthwhile activity and can serve as preparation for the Crpss Country meet to be held on October 28.
Volleyball started last Monday night. Th ere are nine
teams, mostly independent ones. Games arc held on Monday
and Thursday ni ghts, and everyone who signed up for a team
is urged to show up. Anyone interested in playing Squash
competitively should do so. The courts are available on Wednesday afternoons from 3:00-4:30. Contact Squash commissioner, Ben Thorndikc , for more information.

Henderson (13) and Hansman (18) close tn as Bob Clarke makes save

,
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Fie ld Ho ckey Han gs To ug h, Win One
by Carol Sly
The women's field hockey team travelled to Bowdoin
Tuesday for a game with last year's state champions. The
conditions were ideal: the field was groomed like a fine golf
course and both teams seemed psyched for the contest.
The first half proved to be a fairly evenly matched
effort. Bowdoin was able to capitalize of the use of the sidelines and repeatedly got by the Colby defense by hitting the
ball up to the wings. Colby countered with its own attack,
using inner to inner passes, cutting and occasional throughpasses to the wings. They brought the ball to the B owdoin
end several times but could not score.
The Colby defense was not consistently backing up
the offense and the offense was not alw ays retackling when
they lost the ball to Bowdoin - this created spaces in the
middle of the field that Bowdoin worked with in the second
half. Bowdoin moved the ball to the Colby end of the field
and was given several penalty corners in a row-(an opportunity
to score when the defense fouls in the circle). They scored on
one of these corners despite several good saves by the goalie
clearing and the clearing efforts of the defense, especially
Moria Manning. Colby was unable to capitalize on scoring opportunities in the second half partly due to the fact that they
couldn 't control a ball that deflected further and rolled more
on the smooth field. All in all it was an even , well-played
game and a disappointing one to lose 1-0.
J.V.'s efforts against Bowdoin were unsuccessful. The
Colby defense was unable to stop the repeated attacks by
Bowdoin and this allowed Bowdoin an unproportionally
large amount of time on the Colby end of the field. Colby 's
goalie, Pam Poindexter , played well but was unable to shut
out all the shots headed her way. When the Colby offensive
had the ball they played aggressivel y and Diana Batchelder's
extra effort in the circle pushed in Colby 's one goal. The
final score was Bowdoin 5 , Colby 1.

Women sharp ening skills during costume practice

hof o by Geof fpar ke r

Coach Pluck lends to relaxed team atmosphere
Photos by Geoff Parker
Saturday, a large crowd gathered to support the women
against Tufts. Despite an opening Jumbo 's goal, the Mule
stickers dominated first half play, bombarding their opponents
with many shots. In one sequence, Jane Hartzcll fired four or
five hard shots at the Tufts goal before the play was finally
tied up. Not to be denied, the women persisted and tied
the score before the half. Hartzcll and wing Betsy Shillito
worked the ball down the right side, centered it across the
goalmouth where Blair Washburn deflected the ball past the
paralyzed Tuft 's netmindcr.
Smelling victory, the women continued to dominate
play in the second half. The defense, with key assist by
Nancy Chapin , consistently fed the ball up field to the offense who, in mm, applied pressu re on the Tuft 's net.
N evertheless, the score remained deadlocked into the fia.nl
minu tes. Then , moving the ball effortlessly up field , Colby
was awarded a corner for a Tuft 's penalty. Center halfback
Hillary Jones stopped the bal l coming fro m the corner and
fired a shot throu gh the Tuft 's defense and into the goal.
winning o n e, in a well played 2-1 Colby victory .
The J.V.'s looked like a diffe rent team against Tufts.
They hustled , they cut, they completed pass after pass to
their own teammates: they dominated the field. Emily
Lin deman , a right wing, scored first. Center Diana Batchleder
an d right inner Linda Dav is followed with 2 more goals.
Tammy Cudah y had one and Batchelder another, making the
score at half time 5-1, Col by,
Two more Colby goals by Cudahy and Batchelder in the
second half brought the score to 7-1. All the halfbacks played
well with center Sue Lindbergh controlling the play and taking
several shots on goal. It was a substantial victory for the J.V.
team.

f •llowsh ips
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App lications for the fourteenth nationwide
competit ion for the 14-19 White House Fellowships awarded
each year are now available.
Established in 1964 by President Lyndon B.
J ohnson , this nonpartisan program is designed to give "
outstan ding young leaders one year of firsthand highlevel employment in the Federal Government as well
as a comprehensive educational seminar. In addition
to their job assignments as special,assistants to the
Vice President , Cabinet Secretaries , and princi pal members
of the White House staff , the Fellows participate in an
extensive seminar progra m consisting of off-the-record
A J an Plan in Paris is being sponsored by the Departsessions with top govern ment and private secto r leaders ,
ment of Modem Forei gn Languages. Students should have
journa
lists, scholars , and foreign officials.
at least one. year of college French. Language courses will
The
pro gram is open to U.S. citizens . Emp loyees
be taken at L'Alliance Francaise. The courses will be taug ht
of the Federal government are not eligible , with th e
by F rench languag e specialists. Courses will meet 4 hours \
exception of regular members of the armed services.
dai
l y, 5 days a week , for 4 weeks. The cost is approximatel y
There is no occupational restricti on. Those who have
$1100. plus spendin g mora ey. If interested , please contact
been selected have included scholars , engineers, corporate
Professor Oudin x258 or L330.
employees, academic professors and admin istrators , medical doctors , architects , local public officials, lawyers ,
oceanograp hers, a poli ceman , and a symphony conductor.
Descriptions of off-campus J an Plan opportunit ies
Proven leadershi p, intellectual and professional
are availab le in Eustis 205. Come in and look them
ability, high motivation, and a commitment to community
over if you 're interested.
and nation are the bro ad criteria employed in the selection
Students from other colleges can come here in
process .
January only if they find students here to go to
7 Application materials and additional information
their schools. Notices will be posted in Eustis 205 telling
may
be obtaine d by sending a postcard to The Presy
>
of peop le who want to exchange J an Plans.
ident 's Commission on White House Fellowshi ps ,
Washington , D.C. 20415, or by calling (202) 653-6263.
Requests for app lications must be postmarked no later
than November 15, 1977.

jan

pi -an

History and Government majors , there are a few
internships available for jan Plan working with Senator Muskie 's Waterville office and Congressman Emery 's
Augusta office.
See the Government Dept. for more info.

• xom s
Seniors , the next deadlines for appl ying to take
these exams are as follows :
National Teacher 's Exam - Oct. 20
Graduate Record! Exam - Nov. 9
Law School Admission Bulletin • Nov. 7
Foreign Service Officer Exam - Oct. 21
Gradu ate Mana gement Admission Test - Oct. 14
See Career Planning Office, Lll O for applications .

The PACE examination will be given only twice
this year , in J anu ary and April. The. app lications will
be here sometime in Octob er and the first deadline
for filing them is Nov. 30.
Career Planning O ffic e, LllO

VILLA GE BA RB ER
Great Cuts for Guys and Gals
Appt. Preferred: 873-1344
113 Main St. Waterville
• "Happy Birthday "CHIEF"***
*Front the Peons *
'

i

____________________

The Southern Regional Training Program
in Public Administration is now accepting app lications
for fellowshi ps for the 1977-78 academic year.
The program prepares students for careers in govern ment and is sponsored by the Universities of Alabama , Kentuck y, and Tennessee.
Students who axe awarded fellowshi ps will serve
a 10-week internshi p during the summer of 1978.
They will spend the Fall at the University of Alabama. After the Christmas holidays, one group of
Fellows will spend the Spri ng at the University of
Kentuck y and another at the University of Tennessee.
Upon satisfactory completion of the Program ,
Fellows receive a Certificate in Public Administration. In addition , course work complete d in
the Program will be accepted for an MPA degre e at
one of the two institutions which they attend.
The fellowships have a valu e of $4,600 which
inclu des a stipend of $3 , 3 00 a nd remissi on of fees
and tuition which at present am ount to $1,300.
Married students receive a grant of $400 in addition
to th e regular sti pend.
Candidates must be American citizens who
hold a bach elor's degree or who expect to receive a
bachelor 's degree by J une of 1 978, No
specifi c major or are a of study is requir ed.
Fellowships are awarded on the basi s of high
academic achievement , scores on the quantitative and
qualitative portions of the Graduate Record Exam,
and a real interest in pursuing a career in public
administration in the South.
Appli cations must be received by February 15 ,
1978. For {information and app lications write to:
Coleman B. Ransone , J r., Dir ecto r, Southern Reg ional
Training Program in Public Administrati on , Drawer I,
Universi ty, Alabam a 35486.

The Harry S. Truman Scholarshi p is for students
who are currendy sop hmores and currendy planning to
pursu e a career in public service. The Scholarshi p is
effective beginning in the J unior year. App lications
should be submitted to Prof essor Meehan , Lovej oy 313 ,
by Tuesday Nov. 1.

Accounting Studen ts
If you have a "B" or better average in your accounting
subjects , you are eligible for an academic scholarshi p
from the National Society of Public Accountants Scholarship Foundation .
See Career Planning Office
Ll 10 for more info .

opportun ity
Washington Semester
The Washington Semester is a cooperative pro gram
between the American University in Washington D.C,
and Colby College , among other schools. Its purpose
is to provide a realistic picture of the processes of government , far richer in detail and more accurate than can
be gained in ari ordinary academic environment. The
program is open to all Colby students , regardless of major
field of stu dy .
Different programs include the Washington Semester ,
the International Development Semester , the Washington
Semester in American Studies , the Forei gn Policy Semester , the Science and Technology Semester , the Washington
Urban Semester , the London Semester and the Washington
Economic Policy Semester. Those interested should obtain app lications forms immediatel y.
The Washington Institute for Women in Politics is a
mini-semester on women 's rights from a Washington perspective. The program runs from J anuary 2-J anuary 20
1978 at Mount Vernon College in Washingto n, D.C. Deadline
for applications is November 15 , and they may be obtai ned
thr ough Prof. Maisel.
Washington Semester Applications are due Friday,
October 14, for Sprin g semester , 1978. Submit th em to
Prof. Sand y Mais el, Mill er Library 1.50.

House for sale - small , contemporary rustic house near
down town Waterville , quiet. $16,000. Call 3-1217 evenings
or 2-7581 afternoons.
Thu rs. Oct. 13 at 4:30 a student slide show will be given in
Life Science 5. Topic : field semester with the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) J' /5 months wildern esslivingclimbing, sp elunking, rafting , skiing, geology and field biology
DON'T MIS S 1TI

' I 4 out of 5 Freshmen Coeds su rveyed think that < '

PIERCE

L.TARDIF, S'
JEWFIEK
T
40 Mmn Street

ART SUPPLIES i
«»*' 'WJ

ARCHER

j

MIKE SLAVIN

Watorvlll*, Mo.

BERRY'S
74 MAIN STREET

scholarships

;
:I

are the cutest pai r of boys around.
(except for Donny Osmon d, of cours el)

;;

\\

paid advertisement
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in t e r n s h i ps
There are 60 summer internships offered in
editing and reporting from the Newspaper Fund.
Applicants need to send for their own application
forms. As the deadline is Dec. 1, interested students
should come as soon as possible to the Career Planning
Office , LllO for information.

Pre-Professional Mental Health Counselor Traineeships
Graduating college seniors, new graduates and graduate
students are invited to apply for the "live-in" Pre-Professional
ResidentAdvisor/Counselor Traineeships offered at the
CAREER HOUSE unit of The Devereux Foundation in Suburban Philadelphia, a multidisciplinary residential and day care
treatment and rehabilitation center. The Devereux PA.
Branch is approved by the APA for Pre-Doctoral Internships
in Clinical Psychology and Counseling Psychology. CAREER
HOUSE is approved by the International Association of Counseling Services as an Accredited Counseling Center. As part
of the Earl D. Bon d Branch of The Devereux Foundation, it
has received accreditation as a Psychiatric Facility for Children and Adolescents by The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.
Several twelve-month Resident Advisor/Counselor
Traineeships are available at CAREER HOUSE, an innovative,
transitional, co-ed, residential treatment/therapeuticeducation facility for post-high school youth with learning and
adjustment problems, which works with local colleges, career
training schools and work placements. Trainees "live-in" and
receive training and supervised experience in supportive
counseling and milieu therapy, crisis intervention, residential
treatment , social rehabilitation and recreation therapy, and
report writing. They partici pate in case conferences and
attend clinical seminars. Experience may also be offered in
psychoeducational and vocational evaluations, selective job
placements, educational therapy and academic tutoring.
Applicants with prior experience in expressive media may be
assigned to the Adjunctive Therapies Program encompassing
art , photography, film-making, campus radio and TV studio
operation, and Newsletters.
A combined stipend and allowance of $316-$409 per
month, housing and meals are offered to qualified applicants
who are U.S. Citizens, unmarried and at least 22 years of
age; $300/mo. and the allowance are tax-exempt. Group
hospitalization and Maj or Medical Insurance coverage is also
provided. Trainees must have the use of a fully insured personal automobile and should be able to do their own typing.
They should have a broad academic base of training and some
degree of practical experience in outlined duties. Preferences
will be given t o applicants who plan to attend graduate
school and presently seek a comprehensive training experience
in supp ortive mental health services. Information and
applications are available from Dr. Henry Piatt, Director,
Devereux Foundation, CAREER HOUSE, Devon, Pa. 19333.

rand om
Maple Syrup
We need wood before it snows!
We need wood soon so it can season before burning !
Any amount would be helpful! We can cut it and
cart it.
Faculty are especially urged to look over their
resources and see if they could donate a few trees.
Thanks.
Contact Jay Moody, Box 1049 or Chaplin 212 if
you cam help.

SPANISH PLAY
Big parts, little parts, and no-Iines-at-all parts.
The Spanish Club will present Bodas de Sangre at the
end of February. We'll begin set construction and rehears
als for some parts this fall. SIGN UP at the Spanish Club
bulletin board on second floor Lovejoy, or leave a note
at Roberts, Box 1576. Next meeting at 6:30 TONIGHT,
Thursday, in 319 Lovejoy.

Spanish Table. Meets in Mary Low:
Mondays at 12:30
Wednesdays at 11:30
Thursdays at 12:30

Un dicho de Honduras: No es lo mismc mondongo de Tapachula que tapa te chula el mondongo.

Otro dicho: No es lo mismo tin lempira de huevos
que los huevos de Lempira.

The lempira is the monetary unit of Honduras,
named for the Indian chieftain Lempira , and is equivalent to half a U.S. dollar. The 20-centavo coin is often
called a "daime" since it has the same value as one
U.S. dime. Likewise, the diez centavo coin is called
"un bu falo", equal to a nickel. Una Coca-Cola
grande cuesta quince centavosen Honduras, o sea
7V4 cents for a large Coke!

Planning to sponsor SPANISH FILMS and hope
you 'll suggest a few at the S panish Club meeting next
week, or write Box 1576 Roberts .
Catalogues in library, near A.V. room. Thanks for
you r help. Go past GO and collect $200.

BRASS BELL RESTAURANT
WAtfiVI Ul * *«MJU4BMCI UttTAUHANT

s».~w gjH*yffl*
^
Italian Menu
Pizza and Italian Grinders

Thursday Night J ogging Club. Co-ed. Townspeople welcome. Zip on down to the fieldhouse or call
B or S.

4»iii

OPEN LATE FRI. cmdSAT , 2:00 am
SUNDAY EVENING 5 put -10 pm
Savingbrt^lfMt ond Iwich
7 days ¦*•*((.
Good Food

Cozy atmosphere .

Compi9t * Tok9 <kt

87MM

The University of Pennsylvania Pre-Law Society has announced the program for its annual Intercollegiate Legislative
Assembly to be held November 11, 12 and 13.
This year's topics are "Reverse Discrimination," "Aid to
Education" and "Problems of the Elderly."
For registration materials and information , contact the
ECHO office .

Tuesday, October 18 at 9:00 P.M. in
Dana Lounge, there will be a meeting of all
students interested in Junior-Year-Abroad
programs in the British Isles. Students who
went to the British Isles last year will be there
to discuss their experiences and answer any
questions.

The Career Planning Office will be open during
the noon hours from Mon-Thurs., as well as 8:30-4:30
Many graduate schools will be here to interview
this fall. See Career Planning Office , LllO, to sign
for a time.
The following graduate schools will be coming
to interview prospective students this fall. Sec
Career Planning Office, LJ 110 to sign up for time.
October
4 Babson-MBA
5 Dartmouth-Amos Tuck, MBA
10 Cornell-MBA
13 Wheelock College-Education
18 Northeastern U.-Business
, 24 U. of Rochester-MBA
26 Boston U. Law School
November
1 Boston U. MBA and Health
9 Health Consult ants
10 Syracuse U.-

jobs
Positions for college juniors and seniors interested in newspaper journalism careers are open.
Deadline for requesting application is November
15, 1977. Apply soon !

lost

and

found

LOST: a silver cross on a chain. In either Foss-Woodman
or Fieldhouse. Call Bob L. x 510
LOST: gold Cross pen with the initials M.J.F. engraved on the

—-

Low Prices

rando m

If found , please contact Mary Jean at ext. 565.

FOUND: gold Cross pen with the initials JPM engraved on the
side, in Lovejoy 100. If yours contact Maggie at ext. 565.
FOUND: One woman's watch, several weeks ago. Call
x364 or see John Devine or Ed Smith to identify and
claim.

M *M

AWO PARTS, ing
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND

Auto Pans,Paints& Marine Supplies
WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS
Ask about our f r ee
fflj Op^ft
Champion Spark W
f^
j w^

side, during Harris' English 354 in Lovejoy 100 on Sept. 22.

Colby College
ttinowito

LOST: a gold cross pen on Thursday , Sept emb er 2 9
during Harris' English 354 in Lovejoy 100. The initials

"MJF" are engraved on the pen. If found , please
contact Mary Jean at ext. 565.

LOST: Dark brown scarf at F oss. Flease Call Jan
x326 201 Sturtevant.
LOST: Gold Omega Wristwatch. Initials S.E.M. on
back. BIG reward . Sally Morton. 316 Champlin, x 549.

The Colby Echo

Freshman Pa rents
Weekend
by Val Talland

Vacuums were dragged out of the closets and promenaded down the hall like so many small dogs on leashes. Fresh
man Parents' Weekend began with the Friday afternoon
cleaning frenzy.
In some cases it was genuine cleaning. In others it
was the sweeping of indiscreet objects behind closet doors
and under beds. It all took place as the loaded station
wagons pulled into the main parking lot.
Visiting parents' cars are about as conspicuous as a
girl scout wearing army boots. They are invariably stuffed
with cake tins, cross-country skis, and clothes bags. Somehow, freshmen managed to find room for the "few extra
things'" their parents brought, but only just in time. Soon
they were off on the shopping sprees that must keep Waterville merchants in business.
Separation evidently does make the heart grow fonder,
or certainly more generous.
Nevertheless, gift-buy ing was not restricted to downtown Waterville. The Crafts Fair held in the fieldhouse was
enjoyed by many,both the buyers and the browsers.
Most parents were fairly curious about Colby's f ood
and housing conditions. Many "never found out about them
since their sons and daughters were successful in their persuasions to go out to eat.
The weekend was filled with a victorious football
game, an outstanding production in the Strider Theater, and
various p lanned activities. It wasn't too hectic though, and
most freshmen found a few hours for a leisurely talk with
their parents in a hotel room or here on campus. Moreover,
the weekend was made especially pleasant by the October
colors and Saturday's beautiful weather.

Phot os by Geoff Parker
Drawings by Kim Attridge

Craf ts
Fair
by Sue Erb

This past Freshman Parents* Weekend, the Crafts Fair, sponsored by the Colby Friends of Art, returned
with a varied array of crafts. There was a total of 6 7
displays, ranging from furniture to puppets, leather goods
to batik, and everything from stained and blown glass
creations to Ch ristmas ornaments.
This year, "The Faculty Corner'' featu red baked
goods, inkings, and hand-sewn items. There was plenty
of food from several concession stands. Live music was
also featured.
Several artisans brought working materials with
them and demonstrated their crafts . The glass blowers
drew a tremendous crowd, attracting hordes of small
children. The broom maker held a running exhibition
of his trade. One of the weavers worked her loom and
was happy to explain the process needed to finish her
wares. It was like any fair or flea market. The merchants
kept careful eye on the youngsters, who might take one
step too many in the wrong direction , and knock over
a display. Among the crowd , could be heard 4, Wouldn 't
this look nice fa the kitchen?" or "What a great Christmas
present for Aunt Erma, "and "Happy Birthday, five months
ear\y>
The Crafts Fair is one of the more enjoy able annual
events at Colby, and it's getting better every year.
You might be interested to know that several artisans will be opening shop on Silver Street on October 20.
Well, there goes my checking account...

